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March 2020 Italian hospitals overwhelmed with COVID patients
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1918 : Field hospital in Camp Funston, Kansas, filled with “Spanish Flu” patients
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Waves of Spanish flu

Waves of COVID

1st wave Feb-March 1918 ; 2nd in winter; 3rd in spring 1919
One third of world population was infected
with 15-50 million deaths = more than WW I

On 28 March 2022: 482 million infected and
6.15 million deaths registred, but maybe 3X
underreported: 18 million deaths
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COVID-19 Excess Mortality Collaborators Lancet 10 March 2022

Different age-related death profile in Spanish flu and COVID

Spanish flu: killed all ages, but especially babies and elderly
COVID kills elderly more selectively
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2020: Protest in Spain and California against 5G, testing, lockdown, vaccination and face masks
……. While COVID infections, disease and deaths peak
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1918: Protest against compulsatory vaccination against smallpox, Toronto, Canada.
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SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19
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Coronaviruses were discovered by a female scientist

In 1960 Dr. June Almeida (1930-2007) observed a coronavirus by EM microscopy
in the “snot” of a pupil at a boarding school in Surrey
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Class IV: Positive single stranded (+ ss) RNA viruses
- Purified (+) ss RNA is directly infectious and functions as mRNA

- The RNA is translated into polyproteins, which have to be split by viral proteases
- Viral polymerases are needed for (+) RNA genome transcription into (-)RNA antigenome and back
to (+) RNA genome
- Some families are naked, others enveloped: Coronaviruses are enveloped
- Some families (including CoV) have a “complex” cycle: structural proteins translated from subgenomic RNA

Families:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Picornaviridae
Togaviridae
Flaviviridae
Coronaviridae
Calciviridae
Astroviridae
(+) sense Plant virussen
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Phylogenetic tree of alpha-beta coronavirus.
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Nitilescu Int J Mol Med 2020

Emerging Human Coronavirus Infections since the sixties
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Loeffelholz Emerging Microbes and Infections March 2020

The origin of human SARS-like Coronaviruses
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Virology
- Viral cycle and function of viral proteins

- Evolution of SARS-CoV-2s
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SARS-CoV-2 structure and genetic organisation
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Hassine Rev Med Virol. 2021;e2313.

Receptor usage by different Coronaviruses
Genera

HCoV Types

Host receptors

Alphacoronavirus

HCoV-229E

APN ( aminopeptidase N, CD13 )

Alphacoronavirus

HCoV-NL63

ACE2 ( angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 )

Betacoronavirus

HCoV-HKU1

Sialyc acid

Betacoronavirus

HCoV-OC43

Sialyc acid

Betacoronavirus

MERS-CoV

DPP4 ( dipeptidyl peptidase 4 )

Betacoronavirus

SARS-CoV 1 and 2

ACE2 ( angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 )
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R.J.G. Hulswit. Coronavirus Spike Protein and Tropism Changes. Advances in Virus Research. 2016

SARS-CoV-2 proteins are most related to SARS-CoV-1

N = nucleoprotein; S : Spike; RBD = Receptor Binding Domain

Nucleoprotein = more conserved than Spike.
Receptor binding domains rather similar with SARS-CoV-1 : bind to same ACE2 receptor
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Okba medRxiv https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.03.18.20038059

Entry process of SARS-CoVs
Spike attaches to ACE-2 = angiotensin converting enzyme- 2
and is activated by cellular enzymes: TMPRSS2 and furin
ACE-2 has a physiological role in
- Blood pressure regulation
- Inflammation

• → persons with hypertension are more susceptible to SARS-CoV
• → SAR-CoV can induce a deadly “cytokine storm”
Blocking the interaction between “spike” en ACE2 (via antibodies)
= basis for convalescent plasma therapy, monoclonal Ab (e.g.
Regeneron) and vaccination.
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Details on the membrane fusion process

(a) The prefusion (trimeric) spike protein recognizes ACE-2 through the S1 receptor binding domain (RBD)
→ conformational change in S2 domain, followed by the proteolytic cleavage between the S1 and S2by TMPRSS2.
(b) The S2 domain in its prefusion confronts the host lipid layer via the fusion peptide (FP), which embeds in the lipid layer
(c) A second conformational change occurs in the heptad repeats (HR1 and HR2), which form a six-helix bundle
(d) Fusion of the lipid membranes of the host and virus , which followed by capsid cleavage and RNA insertion downstream.
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Shekar mSystems Sept-Oct 2020

Entry of SARS-CoV-2 into cell

A)
B)

Endocytosis: Binding of a viral (S) glycoprotein to ACE2 receptor can be followed by receptor mediated endocytosis, which ends up in endosomes, where an
increase in H+ influx activates cathepsin L which activates viral (S) glycoprotein and facilitates viral membrane fusion and releases of ssRNA
Alternatively, proteolytic cleavage of the viral (S) protein by TMPRSS2 (Transmembrane protease, serine 2) protease on the surface of host cell can induce
direct fusion of the viral and plasma membrane leading to release of the viral ssRNA into the cytoplasm.
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Expression of ACE-2 throughout the body
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Vabret N et al Immunity 52, June 16, 2020

SARS-CoV-2 = + RNA virus with “complex cycle”

1) Direct translation of enzymes
(polymerase and protease)
2) Production antigenome (= negative strand RNA)
3) Transcription of full genomic positive strand RNA
AND subgenomic mRNA for structural proteins
4) Translation of subgenomic mRNA
into Spike, envelope, membrane and
nucleoprotein and some NSP
5) Assembly and release of new virions
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J Med Virol. 2020;92:424–432.

Ind J Pharmacol 2020 DOI: 10.4103/ijp.IJP_115_20

Omicron: altered entry pathway and more rapid replication in the upper respiratory epithelium

Previous SARS-CoV-2 variants, such as Delta, only enter cells efficiently
by the membrane fusion pathway: need both ACE-2 and TMPRSS2.

Omicron, is able to enter cells in both a TMPRSS2-dependent (fusion)
and –independent (endocytosis) manner, allowing Omicron to infect
any ACE2-expressing cell in the airway (even if TMPRSS2 negative)
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1)

Omicron multiplies 70 times faster than the Delta variant and original SARSCoV-2 in human bronchus → Omicron may transmit faster between humans

2)

Omicron infection is significantly lower in the lung than the original SARSCoV-2 → an indicator of lower disease severity.
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Peacock bioRxiv 3 Jan 2022

Genomic organization of SARS-CoV-2
Polymerase complex:
- NSP-12 (polymerase-transcriptase);
- NSP13 (helicase);
- NSP15 (endoribonuclease)
for genome multiplication and
transcription of subgenomic RNA

Viral proteases to process the polyprotein
- NSP3 = PLpro: Papain-like protease and
- NSP5 = 3CLpro (Major): chymotrypisin-like

→ Development of specific inhibitors of
- Polymerase e.g., Remdesivir
- 3CLpro inhibitor e.g. Paxlovid
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https://microbenotes.com/structure-and-genome-of-sars-cov-2/

NSP3 papain-like protease PLpro and NSP5 3-chymotrypsin-like 3CL pro (also referred to as Mpro),

- The papain-like protease (PLpro) domain of NSP3 is responsible for proteolytic cleavage of Non-Structural Proteins NSP 1-4.
- The chymotrypsin-like protease domain of NSP5, (3CLpro or M-pro), is responsible for other cleavage sites that results in NSP 5-16.
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Genomic organisation and function of various non-structural proteins (nsp) of SARS-CoV-2

Various nsp
- Role in viral cycle
- Interference with host cells
- Type 1 IFN antagonism
- Activation inflammasome
- Virus-induced apoptosis
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R. Arya Journal of Molecular Biology 433 (2021) 166725

Detailed cell cycle of SARS-CoV-2

RTC = replication-transcription complex
DMV = double-membrane vesicles
+gRNA and –gRNA
= genomic and antigenomic RNA
ERGIC = endoplasmic reticulum –Golgi
intermediate compartment
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Virology
- Viral cycle and function of viral proteins

- Evolution of SARS-CoV-2s
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Early evolution of SARS-CoV-2 Spike in Spring 2020:
Evidence that D614G Increases Infectivity of the COVID-19 Virus

A SARS-CoV-2 variant with Spike Glycine 614 has replaced D614
(aspartic acid)

as the dominant pandemic form
- G614 is associated with higher viral loads in patients
- G614 grows to higher titers in vitro
- G614 is more transmissible in hamster model
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Korber et al., 2020, Cell 182, 1–16

Genetic evolution in Spike protein across the « variants of concern » (VOC)
Alpha
Beta
Wuhan

Gamma

Omicron

Delta
I = infectivity; VL = viral load; BAA = binding affinity for ACE-2;
T = transmissibility; SPC = Spike protein cleavage;
IER = immune evasion risk; nAb = neutralizing Antibody
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Hirabara Front Cell Infect Micro Jan 2022

Similar and different mutation in Spike protein across the VOC

Some “convergent evolution” e.g.

N501Y (Asp → Tyr) in α, β, γ and θ: facilitates entry
E484 A/K (Glutamic Acid →Ala or Gly in β, γ and θ: immune escape
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Mistry Front Imm Jan 2022
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Bird flu, Spanish flu, EBOLA, MERS, SARS:

similar or lower infectivity as SARS-CoV-2,
but much higher (> 10X) mortality

Swine Flu, Seasonal Flu, Polio:

similar or lower infectivity and mortality

Measles:

much higher (5-10 X) infectivity and similar mortality
32

Omicron sublineages
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Iketami bioRxiv 9 Feb 2921

Hirabara Front Cell Infect Micro Jan 2022
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Genome surveillance data in Belgium 4 Jan 2021- 22 March 2022

Dominance of alpha in the Spring of 2021 with low levels of beta and gamma
Complete dominance of delta over Summer and Fall 2021
Replaced by omicron: first wave of BA1, but since Jan 2022b BA.2 is taking over
3/04/2022
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Three hypotheses to explain the « sudden » emergence of omicron in South-Africa
1) Long unnoticed evolution in a human population: closest known ancestor probably dates back to mid 2020:
“unnoticed” gradual evolution in a population, outside S-A, where less genotypic is done?
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Three hypotheses to explain the « sudden » emergence of omicron in South-Africa
2) Evolution in chronically infected immunocompromised person(s)

“Ancestral” SARS-CoV-2 (= before Beta and Delta variants) in a person with
advanced HIV in South Africa.

Evolution over 6 months
-

a multitude of mutations found in Omicron and other variants
(gamma, lambda)

-

weak neutralization by self-plasma
substantial but incomplete escape from antibodies induced by Pfizer
BNT162b2 vaccine
extensive escape of Delta infection-elicited neutralization

-

-

Even pre-beta and delta SARS-CoV-2 in immune-compromised hosts may
evolve into “Omicron-like” virus with immune escape
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Cele Cell Host & Microbe Feb 2022

Three hypotheses to explain the « sudden » emergence of omicron in South-Africa
3 ) Evolution via zoonosis and reverse zoonosis involving a rodent (rat, mouse)
2.1. Receptor usage screened using pseudoviruses expressing the either D614G or Omicron Spike interaction with BHK-21 cells expressing animal ACE2 protein.
Mouse-ACE 2 binding

Omicron binds much better to ACE2
from mice, rats, horseshoe bats
(Peacock bioRxiv 3 Jan 2022)

2.2. Mutations in the Omicron spike protein overlapped with those known to promote adaptation to mouse hosts

Comparison between Omicron mutations
and those in seven mouse adapted
SARS-CoV-2 variants in the spike protein:
many correspond to omicron .

(Wei J Genetics and Genomics Dec 2021)
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Seven key mutations in Spike during adaptation to mouse

5 out of 7 in common with omicron !
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Sun J Safety Biosecurity Jan 2022

Evolution of new cases and hospitalizations in Europe Sept 2021- 22 March 2022

PCR confirmed cases on the rise since Oct, with a small dip in Feb
Hospitalizations reached maximum just after new year
→ Omicron more infectious, but less pathogenic
3/04/2022
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Headlines Virology SARS-CoV-2

1) Positive strand RNA virus with proofreading capacity: yet important viral evolution over 2 years:
- Gradual increase in infectivity;
- Pathogenicity was first increasing (delta> alpha > ancestral), but it is decreasing with omicron.
- Mortality of SARS-CoV-2 = much lower than SARS and MERS, but higher than seasonal influenza
- Clear evidence of immune escape in consecutive variants.
2) ACE-2 is primary cellular receptor:
- Most variants restricted to cells with TMPRSS2 co-expression, needed for direct cell fusion and delivery of
genomic RNA in cytoplasm
- Except omicron variant: uses preferentially endocytic pathway. Has preference for upper respiratory tract
→ lower pathogenicity
3) Potential therapeutic targets =
- Cell entry: neutralizing Ab, binding to Spike (S1)
- Polymerase and protease inhibitors
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SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19
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3)
4)
5)
6)
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Clinical aspects
- Disease course and pathogenesis
- Risk factors

- Treatment
- MISC and long COVID
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Disease course of SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19

VIRUS = SARS-CoV-2 = Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome - Corona Virus- type 2
DISEASE = COVID-19 = Corona Virus Disease 2019
→ These terms are used interchangeably

• Three stages: mild symptoms, serious pneumonia, intensive care
• A lot of asymptomatic cases, who can transmit the infection.
• Recovery can be slow, even after mild disease (“Long COVID”)
3/04/2022
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https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Clinical-course-of-SARS-CoV-2-infection_fig3_341918470

Symptoms of COVID-19
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COVID-19 Symptoms from head to toe
LUNGS
Patient coughs, fever rises, and breathing becomes difficult
→ blood oxygen may decrease.
Moderate cases: fluid accumulation in alveoli
because of
- infection of type II cells → decrease surfactant
- Inflammation →
▪ vasodilation and transudation
▪ accumulation of neutrophils and macrophages
Severe cases:
- Cytokine storm and immune attack
- Destruction of type II cells
→ Collapse of alveoli; filled with inflammatory
infiltrate → strongly reduced gas exchange
3/04/2022
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COVID-19 Symptoms from head to toe
CARDIOVASCULAR
- Thrombosis, embolism and diffuse intravascular coagulation
- Myocarditis and heart attack.
- Hypotension and shock
Role of “endothelitis”: infection of and inflammation around endothelial cells,
with activation of intravascular coagulation?
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COVID-19 Symptoms from head to toe

LIVER:
Raised liver enzymes as evidence of hepatitis-like damage
KIDNEY:
Kidney failure is common in severe cases and has a bad prognosis
Is it a direct effect or via shock (plummeting of blood pressure)?
INTESTINES: rich in ACE-2 receptors
→ diarrhea in 20 + % of patients: may be mild and single symptom
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COVID-19 Symptoms from head to toe
BRAIN:
Some patients have strokes, seizures, confusion and brain inflammation:
direct effect of infection or indirect (e.g. by embolism or thrombosis)?

EYES
Conjunctivitis = inflammation of the membrane that lines the front of the
eye and inner eyelid, is more common in the sickest patients

NOSE
Many patients lose their sense of taste and smell = rather typical and can persist
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Different symptoms between delta and omicron

More “sore throat” and less “loss of taste and smell” in omicron versus delta
In children: omicron characterized by “croup-like” (barking) cough.

Case definition according to Sciensano

1) MAJOR CRITERIA = at least one of the following main symptoms that arose acutely, without other obvious cause:
Lower resp. tract: cough; dyspnea; thoracic pain;
Upper resp. tract: acute anosmia or dysgeusia;
OR
2) MINOR CRITERIA = at least two of the following symptoms, with no other apparent cause:
Systemic: fever; fatigue; muscle pain;
Upper resp. tract: rhinitis; sore throat;
Gastro-Intestinal: anorexia; watery diarrhea;
Neurologic: headache, acute confusion; sudden fall.
OR
3)

Worsening of chronic respiratory symptoms (Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, asthma, chronic cough ...)
without any other apparent cause.

→ TO BE TESTED FOR CONFIRMATION
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Standardized scale of COVID clinical progression

pO2 = partial pressure of oxygen by arterial gas measurement: should be 80-100 mm Hg
SpO2 = peripheral capillary oxygen saturation (by pulse oximetry): should be > 95 %
FIO2 = fraction of inspired oxygen in the mixture that is provided to the patient
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Plaçais Mucosal Immunology Oct 2021

Summary of laboratory changes in patients with severe or fatal COVID-19.

= C-reactive protein
= pro-calcitonin

Blood gasses: O2 saturation < 95 % → provide extra O2
Remark: hypoxemia is often “silent” in elderly COVID
3/04/2022
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Liver injury
Kidney dysfunction
Tissue and muscle injury
Heart injury
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Clinical aspects
- Disease course and pathogenesis
- Risk factors

- Treatment
- MISC and long COVID
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Age and sex distribution in COVID hospitalized patients
As compared to general population in Belgium
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Risk factors in 65+, hospitalized COVID
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Source: Sciensano

Risk factors for serious COVID illness
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Age (> 60) and gender (male> female)
Metabolism: diabetes, obesity, fat disorders
High blood pressure, cardiovascular disease
Chronic lung disease, smoking
Kidney failure and / or chronic hepatitis
Cancer
Other forms of suppressed immunity
- untreated or poorly treated HIV;
- severe treatment with immunosuppressive medication
8. Pregnancy
Yet a (small) number of “healthy young” people have died from COVID-19!
See the recent finding on problems with “ type 1 interferon” = human antiviral protein
3/04/2022
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Proposed clinical classification of COVID-19 disease spectrum
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Rajesh Gandhi NEJM 29 Oct 2020

Clinical aspects
- Disease course and pathogenesis
- Risk factors

- Treatment
- MISC and long COVID
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Preventive and early therapeutic effect of Regeneron (= cocktail Casivirimab + Imdevimab)
PREVENTIVE =
Subcutaneous REG in subjects with PCR+ household contact
within 96 H

EARLY THERAPEUTIC =
Intravenous REG in patients with + PCR
with 72 hours

Regeneron prevented symptomatic infection by > 80 %

Regeneron prevented hospitalization or death by > 70 %

And reduced viral load in those who were nevertheless infected

And reduced viral load quicker, if initially higher than 105 copies
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O’Brien New Eng J Med 21 Sept 2021

Weinreich New Eng J Med 18 Dec 2020 and 2 Dec 2021

Sensitivity/resistance of delta and omicron BA.1 and BA.2 towards various therapeutic monoclonal Ab

-

Most mAbs remain active against delta (except Bamlanivimab)
Omicron resistant to most mAbs, but some remain partly active:
- Adintrevimab, Sotrovimab and Cilgavimab against BA.1
- Imdevimab against BA.2
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Bruel Nature Medicine 23 March 2022

Beneficial effect of Remdesivir and Paxlovid for High-Risk, Non-hospitalized Adults with Covid-19
Intravenous Remdesivir
(polymerase inhibitor)

Oral Paxlovid
(2CL protease inhibitor)

Incidence of hospitalization or death by day 28 was
0.7% (2 of 279 patients) in the Remdesivir group, with 0 deaths,

0.77% (3 of 389 patients) in the Paxlovid group, with 0 deaths,

5.3 % (15 of 283 patients) in the placebo group, with 0 deaths.

7.01% (27 of 385 patients) in the placebo group, with 7 deaths.
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Gottlieb New Eng J Med 27 Jan 2022

Hammond New Eng J Med 16 Feb 2022

Beneficial effect of dexamethasone in severe hospitalized Adults with Covid-19

In COVID-19 hospitalized patients dexamethasone resulted in lower 28-day mortality
- among those who were receiving either invasive mechanical ventilation
- or oxygen alone
but not among those receiving no respiratory support
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RECOVERY New Eng J Med 25 Feb 2021

Stages of COVD-19 with corresponding intervention options

1) Overall:

OXYGEN + supportive therapy (anti- fever, fluid balance, cardiac, renal support, treatment of superinfections)
+ anti-coagulant prevention of thrombosis

2) Viral phase:

Potent anti-Spike neutralizing monoclonal antibodies, but NOT convalescent plasma
Polymerase inhibitor (Remdesivir, Molnupiravir)
Protease inhibitor Paxlovid (Pfizer)

3) Inflammatory phase: only corticosteroids have proven effect by their strong anti-inflammatory action.
Monoclonal antibodies against IL-6 and other anti-inflammatory mediators have limited effect.
3/04/2022
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Clinical aspects
- Disease course and pathogenesis
- Risk factors

- Treatment
- MISC and long COVID
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Multisystem Inflammatory Syndrome in Children (MIS-C)

Individual usually < 21 years, rarely young adult with
-

-

Fever > 38°C for > 24 hrs
Clinical severe signs with multisystem (> 2
organs) involvement: cardial, respiratory, renal,
hematological, gastro-intestinal, neurological,
dermatolical… (see figure for specific symptoms)
Laboratory evidence of inflammation: CRP ↑,
sedimentation↑, D-dimer ↑, IL-6↑,
neutrophil↑, lymphocytes ↓, albumin ↓ etc….

Associated with:
Current (PCR+) or recent (antibody +) COVID
infection with hyper-inflammatory reaction
Treatment: intensive care
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Shahid May 2020 www.mayoclinic.org › diseases-conditions › mis-c-in

Post-acute COVID syndrome (PACS) or “long COVID”
After 6-9 months

High frequency of mental health, respiratory, nervous (incl cognitive), joint and fatigue issues:
- More in men, after severe COVID and in subjects with pre-existing co-morbidities

Note: lack of standardization and often no control group
3/04/2022
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Clinical aspects summary
1) Classical symptoms: upper and lower respiratory complaints: from isolated anosmia/ageusia to ARDS
- Can be associated with fever, flu-like syndrome and/or gastro-intestinal complaints
- Can be complicated with cardio-vascular, neurological, kidney, liver disease
BUT often asymptomatic: risk of unknowing transmission (even asymptomatic super-spreaders!)
2) Severe inflammatory condition (CRP, ESR, cytokines) with neutrophilia, lymphopenia, low platelets and low RBC
- Low arterial oxygen concentration → oxygen supply needed!
- Signs of hyper-coagulation → various cardiovascular, neurological and other organ dysfunction:
→ anticoagulation as prevention always in hospitalized patients
3) Important role of advanced age and various co-morbidities
4) Multi-inflammatory system disease in children = life-threatening
5) Long COVID (post-acute Covid syndrome): rather frequent and sometimes very persistent and debilitating
6) Therapeutic arsenal
- Neutralizing monoclonal antibodies: proven preventive and early therapeutic potential, BUT sensitive to
omicron-associated escape mutations (convalescent plasma very limited effect)
- Polymerase and protease inhibitors: as early treatment prevent hospitalization and death
- Dexamethasone (and other anti-inflammatory agents): in severely ill hospitalized patients to prevent death.
3/04/2022
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Overview SARS-CoV-2 diagnostic methods

Detection of
Technique
Substrate

SARS-CoV-2 RNA
Reverse-transcriptase PCR

SARS-CoV-2 protein (S, N..)

Anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies

ELISA, immunochromatography

Respiratory* swabs, saliva, feces….

ELISA, Neut assay
Blood

* naso-pharyngeal, throat, lung aspirate

Virus present: but is it INFECTIOUS or NOT? → Viral culture !
3/04/2022

Ab at the END +AFTER viral 68
presence

Technique to take a nasopharyngeal and throat swab for PCR diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2

Naso-pharyngeal swab (NPS)
3/04/2022

Oro-pharyngeal swab (OPS)
69

Principle of reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction for SARS-CoV-2
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Principle of “real time PCR”

-

After the reverse transcription of viral RNA, the resulting cDNA is subjected to “real time PCR”
Amplification of DNA is followed in “real time” by fluorescent probes.
The higher the initial viral load, the sooner (= the lower the cycle number) to reach the threshold value (Ct) for detection
Calibration with 10-fold dilution of standard number of copies (right panel)
3/04/2022
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Associations of nasopharyngeal viral load at admission with cultivability, severity of disease and survival

Freedom from intubation

Survival
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Magleby R. CID 30 June 2020

Throat viral load remains positive after resolution of symptoms in half of the patients
↓
↓ Day 0 is the first day of symptoms
duration of positive PCR
time point of symptoms resolution
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De Chang et al. Am J Respir Crit Care Med. March 2020

Faecal RNA remains positive in many patients after resolution of symptoms and negative throath swabs
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Yongjian Wu Lancet Gastroenterol Hepatol March 19, 2020

Blood and urine are rarely positive for SARS-CoV-2
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Yu F Clin Infect Dis 71 793 2020

Classical viral culture in “plaque assay” in VERO (TMPRSS2) cells
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Associations of nasopharyngeal viral load at admission with cultivability, severity of disease and survival

Lower Ct in PCR (≈ higher VL) → higher percentage and sooner positive cultures
3/04/2022
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Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in 282 clusters in Catalonia, Spain: a cohort study

Relationship between viral load (VL) of the index case and the proportion of contacts developing COVID-19:
36 of 284 contacts get COVID if VL <1 × 10⁷ copies per mL, 72 of 398 if VL 10⁷ to 10¹⁰, and 17 of 71 if VL ≥1 × 10¹⁰.
3/04/2022

Marks Lancet Infect Dis Feb 2021
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Risk of developing symptomatic COVID-19 in 282 clusters in Catalonia, Spain: a cohort study

(A) Probability of symptomatic disease by viral load.
3/04/2022

(B) Time to symptomatic disease by viral load.

Marks Lancet Infect Dis Feb 2021
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Viral load dynamics and disease severity in patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 in Zhejiang

Viral load respiratory sample
3/04/2022

> stool >> serum
severe > mild disease
Zheng BMJ. 2020; 369: m1443.
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SARS-CoV-2 from feces to wastewater treatment: What do we know?

- Viability of SARS-CoV-2 decreases in wastewater due to temperature, pH,
micropollutants…
- High inactivation in WWTPs obtained only by
using disinfection (free chlorine, UVC light).

- No evidence of human transmission via this
route
- Could be used as early warning of outbreaks
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Ref 20 Foladori Science Total Environment 743 (2020) 140444
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Variant Detection with a High-Fidelity CRISPR-Cas12 Enzyme

Workflow comparison between the DETECTR® assay
and SARS-CoV-2 whole-genome sequencing (WGS).
RT-LAMP = reverse transcriptase and loop-mediated
isothermal amplification
gRNA = guide RNA
SSDBA = single stranded DNA

Schematic of CRISPR-Cas gRNA design for
SARS-CoV-2 S gene mutations
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VarLOCK - sequencing independent, rapid detection of all SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern

The region with wildtype (green) or mutant (pink) sequence of
SARS-CoV-2 RNA is amplified by either LAMP or PCR.
Amplified DNA fragments are subjected to SHERLOCK assay with
a pair of guide RNAs matching the wildtype sequence (wt gRNA,
green) or the mutant sequence (VOC gRNA, pink)

Nineteen mutation sites were chosen for VarLOCK assay for which gRNA
pairs were designed and optimised.
Nucleotide sequences encoding the relevant amino acids are shown in
the table and the nucleotide substitutions/deletions are marked in red.
The association of the mutations with various variants of concern is
indicated in the table, creating a barcode-like identification matrix
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Summary on PCR as diagnostic tool:

1) PCR on respiratory samples is the gold standard, more sensitive than culture
2) There is some relation between respiratory viral load and disease severity

3) Blood and urine are of no diagnostic use, but feces is often positive
4) PCR positivity in respiratory (and feces) samples can persist after clinical “cure”:
→ Are these patients still infectious? Maybe not according to Danish study
26 “respiratory PCR persisters” for > 3 weeks: none of their 753 contacts tested positive
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Vibholm EBioMedicine 64 (2021) 103230

Overview SARS-CoV-2 diagnostic methods

Detection of
Technique
Substrate

SARS-CoV-2 RNA

SARS-CoV-2 protein (S, N..)

Reverse-transcriptase PCR

ELISA

Respiratory* swabs, saliva, feces….

Anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies
ELISA, Neut assay
Blood

* naso-pharyngeal, throat, lung aspirate

Virus present
3/04/2022

Ab at the END +AFTER viral 86
presence

SARS-CoV-2 in sample

SARS
CoV2

SARSCoV-2

Principle: detection of antigen (protein) in stead of RNA → no amplification step:
→ less sensitive (more false negatives) especially if virus conc is low
→ may be reasonably specific (few false positive)
Reading: directly visible line
or with a colorimetric device: presumed to be more sensitive (i.e. less false negative results)
Question: performance of these tests as compared to PCR?
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Second generation rapid SARS-CoV-2 test from BD Veritor®
What? Chromatographic digital immunoassay for the direct and qualitative detection
of SARS-CoV-2 nucleocapsid antigens in nasal swabs

Extraction from the swab
By mixing and squeezing

Then dispense on
the sample well

and read….

Sensitivity = 84 %→ 16 % False Negative
Specificity = 99.5 % → 0.5 % False Positive

Limitations: only for nasal swabs processed within 1 hour
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Overview SARS-CoV-2 diagnostic methods

Detection of
Technique

Substrate

SARS-CoV-2 RNA

SARS-CoV-2 protein (S, N..)

Reverse-transcriptase PCR

Respiratory* swabs, saliva, feces….
* naso-pharyngeal, throat, lung aspirate

Virus present
3/04/2022

ELISA

Anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies
ELISA (Immunochromatography)
Neutralization assay
Blood

Ab at the END +AFTER viral 89
presence

Schematic representation of ELISA for serum antibody detection against SARS-CoV-2

Serum antibody

Serum antibody

SARS-CoV-2 antigen for Ab detection in serum : recombinant Spike,
receptor binding domain (RBD)
or Nucleoprotein
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Rapid IgM-IgG Combined Antibody Test for SARS-CoV-2 Infection Diagnosis
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Ref 22 Zhengtu Li J Med Virol Feb 2020 DOI: 10.1002/jmv.25727
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Profiling Early Humoral Response to Diagnose against SARS-CoV-2

SARS-CoV-2-specific IgM and IgA become detectable earlier (median Day 5)
than IgG (median Day 14) after symptoms onset
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Ref 23 Li Guo CID 21 March 2020
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Testing neutralizing antibodies by Plaque Reduction Neutralization Test (PRNT)
Add dilution series of
heat-inactivated serum

target cells
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Convalescent or vaccine serum dilution:

Control serum dilution:

prevents cytolytic effect up to 1/256

Fails to block cytolysis at any dilution

neutralization titer is 256 = the reciprocal of the
last dilution at which infection was completely
blocked

VC = virus control
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Alternatives to PRNT
1) Measuring viral production in cultures by direct ELISA or PCR: how much is viral production suppressed by
addition of a serum dilution?
To detect SARS-CoV-2

n°2

To detect HIV

Anti-gag p24 n°2
Gag p24 containing sample

n°1
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Anti-gag p24 n°1
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Alternatives to PRNT
2) Pseudovirus neutralization: recombinant virus expressing preferred viral envelope + biomarker (e.g. luminescence)

ACE-2

VSV core -SARS-CoV2 S
pseudovirus

In this case, the G Env of Vesiculo-Stomatitis Virus (VSV) is deficient in the genome
and “complemented” via a plasmide by Spike from SARS-CoV-2.
The genome of the resulting “pseudovirus” lacks G and S, but the particle expresses SARS-CoV-2 Spike.
→ The “pseudovirus” can only infect a cell expressing ACE-2, but not replicate
Viral infection → target cells light on
Serum with neutralizing antibodies prevent viral infection → light off
3/04/2022
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Summary rapid antigen and antibody tests
1) Rapid antigen tests: have a good specificity; sensitivity is suboptimal but increasing
→ may become an alternative if PCR capacity gets overwhelmed,
certainly, if prevalence of infections is high (improved positive predictive value)
→ limited negative predictive value remains a problem:
true positives (with low viral load) will be missed,
but those individuals may be less likely to become severely ill and/or to transmit

2) Rapid antibody tests are easy, but will miss early infection
→ More useful for epidemiological studies: how many infections have
occurred in a population.
3) A combination of rapid antigen and antibody testing may be useful for LMIC.
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Pathophysiology and Timeline of Viremia, Antigenemia, and Immune Response during Acute SARS-CoV-2 Infection

In some persons, reverse-transcriptase–polymerase-chain-reaction (RT-PCR) tests can remain positive for weeks or months after initial infection with
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), but this positivity rarely indicates replication-competent virus that can result in infection.
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Kinetics of diagnostic tests

SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
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SARS-COV-2 clinical immunology

1)
2)
3)
4)
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3-D reconstruction of CT Thorax from COVID patient

multifocal ground glass opacities without consolidation
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Pathogenesis of pulmonary syndrome: 1) Early stage

Infected pneumocytes,
infected endothelial cells
+ recruited monocytes, later
neutrophils and T lymphocytes
→ Release inflammatory
molecules

Subpleural
ground-glass
opacity

Interstitial mononuclear
inflammatory infiltrates
dominated by neutrophils and
lymphocytes
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Pathogenesis of pulmonary syndrome: 2) Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome

Pulmonary edema + hyaline membranes
fill the alveolar spaces:
obstruction of gas exchange
→ acute respiratory distress syndrome .

Bilateral and peripheral
consolidation, groundglass with reticulation,
and bronchodilatation

Diffuse alveolar damage with edema
and fibrine deposition,
indicating ARDS with early fibrosis
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A central role for infection of endothelial cells in COVID pathogenesis?

The complications in lungs and other organs may be related to infection, dysfuntion and death of endothelial cells with resulting
- vascular barrier breach, leading to tissue oedema (causing lungs to build up fluid),
- activation of coagulation with potential thrombosis, embolism and disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC)
- and deregulated inflammatory cell infiltration.
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A central role for NETOSIS in COVID pathogenesis?

Recruitment of neutrophils and formation of a
Neutrophil Extracellular Traps (NET):
-

-

release of toxic granule components, such as elastase,
proteinase 3 and myeloperoxidase
along with nuclear chromatin, histones
strong stimulation of pro-inflammatory cytokines
disrupt alveolar epithelium and endothelium, and also
degrade the thin alveolar basement membrane,
culminating in epithelial necrosis, denudation of epithelial
lining, vascular damage, pulmonary edema, and
hemorrhage
may accelerate local thromboembolic events
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Key components of antiviral immunity

A)

B)
-

Innate immune response activated via “pathogen-associated
molecular pattern receptors” within hours → releases anti-viral
molecules, including type 1 IFN at the infection site

Adaptive immune response is initiated after being primed by
innate immune system:
CD4 T follicular helper cells stimulate B cells → antibodies
CD8 T cells differentiate in cytotoxic cells

Primed memory T and B cells remain following viral clearance,
(STAT, signal transducer and activator of transcription; JAK, Janus kinase; CD,
cluster of differentiation; MHC, major histocompatibility complex;
TCR, T-cell receptor)
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SARS-COV-2 clinical immunology
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The first line of defense: type 1 Interferon :
SARS-CoV-2 is susceptible to inhibition by type 1 IFN
BUT IFN and Interferon Stimulated Genes (ISG) are induced slower by SARS-CoV-2 than by Sendai virus,
Viral RNA

IFN-beta

Interferon stimulated gene (ISG)

SARS-CoV-2
infection

Sendai infection

Calu-3 cells were left untreated (0) or
pretreated with 100 or 500 U/ml IFN-β for 18 h,
and then cells were infected with SARS-CoV-2.

After in vitro infection: IFN-beta and ISG are induced
after 8 hrs by Sendai, but only after 24 hrs by SARS-CoV-2

Viral culture 24 h later shows 1-2 logs inhibition
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The first line of defense: type 1 Interferon :
Immune evasion mechanisms by Corona viruses

Coronaviruses interfere with initial innate response:
(1 and 2) RNA sensing in endosomes and cytoplasm

(3) Signaling pathway of type I IFN production
(4) STAT1/2 activation downstream of IFN/IFNAR

Viral proteins involved are
M = membrane
NS = nonstructural proteins (eg. NS4a, NS4b, NS15)
(ISRE = Interferon-sensitive response element)
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The first line of defense: type 1 Interferon :
Pathways and genetic errors known in other serious viral infections

TLR = Toll-like receptor;
UNC93B = UNC-homologue 93 B1
NEMO= Nuclear factor-kappa B Essential Modulator
TRIF = TIR-domain-containing adapter-inducing interferon-β
TRAF = TNF receptor associated factor
TBK-1 = TANK-binding kinase 1

IRF = interferon regulatory factor;
IFNAR = Interferon-alpha receptor;
STAT = Signal Transducer and Activator of Transcription;
ISG = interferon-stimulated genes

Red: deleterious genetic variants in critical influenza
Blue: deleterious variants in other viral illnesses
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Q. Zhang et al., Science10.1126/science.abd4570 (2020).

The first line of defense: type 1 Interferon :
Genetic errors found in association with serious COVID-19

TLR = Toll-like receptor;
UNC93B = UNC-homologue 93 B1;
TCAM1 = Toll Like Receptor Adaptor Molecule 1;
TBK-1 = TANK-binding kinase 1;
IRF = interferon regulatory factor;
IFNAR = Interferon-alpha receptor.
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Q. Zhang et al., Science10.1126/science.abd4570 (2020).
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The first line of defense: type 1 Interferon :
Auto-antibodies against type I IFNs in patients with life-threatening COVID-19

Binding of serum Ab to type 1 IFN

Some subjects with severe COVID
have auto-Ab against type 1 IFN

Production of type 1 IFN upon
SARS-CoV-2 stimulation

Subjects with either IFN auto-Ab or inborn genetic IFN errors
fail to show enhanced IFN levels upon SARS-CoV-2 stimulation
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P. Bastard et al., Science 10.1126/science.abd4585 (2020).

Impaired type I interferon activity and inflammatory responses in severe COVID-19
(in population without genetic errors or IFN-auto-antibodies)

Type 1 IFN is less induced in
severe or worsening COVID

Viral load, and inflammatory
cytokines (IL-6 and TNF) are more
induced in severe/critical COVID
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Age-associated impaired plasmacytoid Dendritic Cell (PDC) functions
lead to decreased CD4 and CD8 T cell immunity

PDCs from aged are impaired in
priming cytotoxic CD8 T cells
→ lower IFNγ, perforin and granzyme

PDCs from aged subjects are impaired in
their capacity to secrete IFN-I and IFN-III,
but NOT in inflammatory cytokines.
Upon stimulation with cpg or influenza

Un = untreated; CPG = TLR9 agonist, FLU = Influenza
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Age and/or chronic disease -associated Impaired Innate Interferon Secretion by Dendritic Cells

Viruses activate PDCs and MDCs (plasmacytoid and myeloid dendritic cells ) to induce type I and type III IFN which
activate and prime antiviral responses in various immune cells.
In aged or diseased subjects, reduced secretion of types I and III IFN (red arrow) results in inefficient immune responses
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Markers of innate responses increased in nasopharynx from pediatric compared to adult COVID
Cytokines in Naso-Pharyngeal fluid from 25 adult and 9 pediatric COVID patients

Transcriptional profiles in pediatric and adult nasopharyngeal samples.
Clear segregation between adult
and pediatric transcription with
principal component analysis in D
Is largely due to interferon type 1
stimulated genes in E
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Pre-activated antiviral innate immunity in the upper airways controls SARS-CoV-2 infection in children
IRF3
TLR3
LP2
MDA5
RIG-I
IRF3
TLR3
LP2
MDA5
RIG-I
IRF3
TLR3
LP2
MDA5
RIG-I

Schematic representation of epithelial response to SARS-CoV-2
including genes involved in virus sensing and subsequent IFN response

Dot plots depicting the expression of virus-sensing
genes in epithelial cells of children and adults

Conclusion: difference children versus adults
- Uninfected children express higher levels of various RNA-sensors
- SARS-COV-2 infected children show a higher early enhanced expression of these RNA sensors
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SARS-CoV-2 and type 1 (and 3) Interferon
1)
-

SARS-CoV-2 induces IFN-1 but slowly and induction is lower
in people with co-morbidities
old age
severe critical and worsening COVID

2) Children are better equipped than adults as they express higher basal levels of RNA sensors and increase them
early after infection, leading to a more efficient type 1 IFN response
3) SARS-CoV-2 is sensitive to IFN-1,
but interferes with induction and effects of IFN
3) Genetic errors in IFN-1 pathways or auto-antibodies to IFN-1 are associated with severe COVID in young people
4) Deficient IFN-1 production is associated with reduced immune responses (NK-T-B cells) and hyper-inflammation

5) Role for IFN-1 in treatment?
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Adaptive immunity in SARS-CoV-2
Dendritic cells = APC (Ag presenting cells)

-

Via MHC class II activate CD4 T cells to help B cells in Ab
production: neutralization of FREE virus

-

Via MHC class I activate CD8 T cells to differentiate into
cytotoxic T cells (CTL) that kill VIRUS-INFECTED cells
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Adaptive immunity in SARS-CoV-2

Kinetics of immune responses to SARS-CoV-2 under conditions of average COVID-19 (non-hospitalized cases) and severe or fatal COVID-19.
‘‘Innate immunity’’ line specifically refers to the peak kinetics of innate cytokines and chemokines (e.g. type 1 IFN); innate immune responses occur locally.
‘‘T cells’’ refers to virus-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. ‘‘Antibodies’’ refers to virus-specific neutralizing antibodies.

Summary:
- Early high innate (IFN) responses → very low viral load and early, concomitant rise of T and B responses = ASYMPT infection,
- Somewhat weaker and slower IFN response → transient viral load, controlled by upcoming T and B responses = MILD infection
- Too weak and delayed IFN response → protracted viral load and hyper-inflammation, inefficient (but high) Ab response, low T
cell response = SEVERE COVID
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Immune senescence and metabolic comorbidities as Predisposing Risk Factors for the COVID-19
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Hazeldine Front Immunology Oct 2020
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Temporal maturation of neutralizing antibodies in
COVID-19 convalescent individuals improves
potency and breadth to SARS-CoV-2 variants

Evolution of antibody immunity with time that counters
SARS-CoV-2 variants via affinity maturation and
durable elicitation of IgG resistant to viral escape.
Despite decrease of overall neutralization titers

Affinity maturation of SARS-CoV-2 neutralizing
antibodies confers potency, breadth, and
resilience to viral escape mutations

Maturation over months increases potency of SARS-CoV-2
neutralizing antibodies → restricts options for viral escape
Antibody-spike structures reveal changes that improve
potency and breadth
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Muecksch Immunity 2021 Vol 54 p 1853
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Protection by previous infection and reinfections
Data from Qatar (non-vaccinated)

(Any) previous infection protects:

Data from England (all)

+/- 90 % against reinfection with alpha, beta , delta, but only 60 % against delta
equally well against severe disease by any subtype (wide confidence interval)

Mechanism: - Antibodies against Spike = partly cross-reactive
- T cells against Spike and more conserved structural (nucleoprotein) and non-structural (polymerase, protease, other nsp) proteins
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Protection by previous infection and reinfections
Data from Denmark (non-vaccinated)

“Infection-induced” protection wanes with time.
- Similar for Alpha and Delta
- Much lower for omicron
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Protection by previous infection and reinfections
Protection of Omicron sub-lineage amongst each other (Qatar)

Protection of BA-1 infection against reinfection with BA-2 = 98.4 %

Protection of BA-2 infection against reinfection with BA-1 = 82.2 %
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Conclusions on immunity during and after COVID
1) Innate immunity (mainly type 1 IFN): prevents most severe disease in children and youngsters
High affinity protective T and B responses are induced in younger subjects with mild disease
2) Immunosenescence impairs several aspects of innate and adaptive immunity.
- The innate immunity is characterized by low IFN and high inflammation
- T and B cells, low affinity, short persistence and weak protection are characteristic

3) Antibody titers against Spike wane quantitatively over months, but a qualitative maturation occurs with
further increase in affinity and breath towards variants: neutralize less overall, but recognize more variants →
some protection against (re-infection)
4) T cells (including CD8 + CTL): recognize more conserved parts of spike and other structural (nucleoprotein)
and non-structural proteins → protection against disease severity (infected cells)
5) Protection against re-infection and severe disease by previous infection
- was very solid over the various variants (α, β, γ, ∆)
- but is much weaker for omicron = more intrinsic infectiousness and higher immune escape
- Nevertheless: strong cross-protection between θ BA.1 and BA.2
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Vaccine platforms used for SARS-CoV-2 vaccine development
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Vaccine platforms used for SARS-CoV-2 vaccine development
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Platforms for SARS-CoV-2 vaccine (1)
Inactivated virus - conventional vaccine
2 Chinese (Sinovac en Sinopharm)
1 Indian (Covaxin)
1 European (Valneva)
Activity:
- 50-80% protection against symptomatic Infection
- Immunity wanes rapidly 2-3 months
Isolated "spike" protein
1 American Novavax
1 Chinese Clover
- 90% protection in UK
- Only 60 % in South- Afrika (already Beta variant present)

Trimeric receptor binding domain (RBD) protein
1 Chinese ZIFIVAX:
- Active in animal models
- Human phase 3 ongoing
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Platforms for SARS-CoV-2 vaccine (2)

RNA-vaccines (messenger RNA) for Spike
Pfizer-BioNtech and Moderna
- Highly effective in phase 3 > 90%
- Less active against variants
- Wanes over 6 months

Adenovirus - Spike viral vector vaccines
Astra-Zeneca, Sputnik V en Janssen
Activity in clinical phase 3:
In Europe, VS, Russia 80 - 90%
In South-Africa 50-60% (effect beta variant)
→ wanes over 4 months
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Success of mRNA vaccination: trick 1 modifications

Modifications:
5’Cap structure, substitution of uridine with pseudo-uridine, use of the preferred codon in humans, optimized 3’ UTR and long polyA tail
→ Increase of RNA stability and translation efficiency, but also reduction of immunogenicity
To be compensated by adjuvant activity of Lipo-Nano-Particles (LNP).
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Success of mRNA vaccination: trick 2 formulation

Structure of a typical lipid nanoparticle (LNP) formulation.
A representative cryogenic transmission electron micrograph

LNP formation by a microfluidic platform with a staggered herringbone
micromixer (SHM).
Fifteen mixing cycles needed to obtain a stable and homogenous LNP.

Function of LNP: Stability of mRNA (protection from ubiquitous RNA’ses)
Adjuvant activity
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Immune response to mRNA vaccines

mRNA vaccines are first taken up by muscle cells:
mRNA is translated in the cytoplasm to Spike protein
Then taken up by local APC, which migrate to regional lymph nodes
→ activation of both T and B cells
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Various Adenoviruses in clinical trial

Hu Ad5 = common human serotype
→ possible interference of pre-existing antibodies with efficacy
= basis for Chinese vaccine (Cansino co)
→ Weak vaccine responses: due to pre-existing anti-Hu Ad5 antibodies?
Hu Ad 26 = rare human serotype:
→ few people with pre-existing Ab
= basis for Janssen vaccine

Ch Ad 63 (basis for ChAdOx1) = chimp virus,
→ in principle no people with Ab
= basis for Oxford-Astra Zeneca vaccine
Russian vaccine (Sputnik V)= Hu Ad26 as prime and Hu Ad5 as boost
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Principle of adenovirus vector vaccines
Schematic of replication-incompetent adenoviral vector particle and its DNA.
Early adenovirus genes 1 and 3, needed for replication (E1 and E3) are deleted
E1 is replaced by the Spike DNA

Formation of vaccine particles in producer cell line
complementing E1 from chromosomally integrated E1 gene
to allow production of replication-incompetent vaccinal vectors

Expression of spike in cells of vaccinated individuals.
- Shedding of S1 and conversion of S2 into its post-fusion structure (S2*)
- Expression of vector proteins, but no competent viruses
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Viral pathway of Adenoviruses

Adenoviruses have to deliver their DNA to the nucleus to produce mRNA
After mRNA arrived in cytoplasm: same mechanism as for mRNA vaccine
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Testing neutralizing antibodies by Plaque Reduction Neutralization Test (PRNT)
Add dilution series of
heat-inactivated serum

target cells
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Convalescent or vaccine serum dilution:

Control serum dilution:

prevents cytolytic effect up to 1/256

Fails to block cytolysis at any dilution

Neutralization titer is 256 = reciprocal of the last
dilution at which infection is completely blocked

VC = virus control

140

Neutralizing antibody levels are highly predictive of immune protection from symptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infection

Pfizer =

= Novavax S protein

= Sputnik
= Moderna

= Janssen J&J

= Astra-Zeneca

Relationship between neutralization level and protection from SARS-CoV-2 infection.
The reported mean neutralization level from phase 1 and 2 trials and the protective
efficacy from phase 3 trials for seven vaccines, as well as the protection observed in
a seropositive convalescent cohort, are shown

The predicted relationship between efficacy against any symptomatic
SARS-CoV-2 infection and the efficacy against severe infection,
Efficacy against severe disease is always higher.
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Effect of degree of vaccination on death rate by omicron
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Vaccine effectiveness (VE) of mRNA against infection from real-world studies (in % and 95% CI)

VE against infection: alpha always > 80 % > beta/gamma > delta
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Waning vaccine efficiency in California against delta and omicron infection

Waning after 2 doses

Waning after booster
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Evolution of VE in England against delta and omicron before and after booster
VE against symptomatic disease

After 2nd Pfizer, 25+ weeks VE against symptomatic infection
is reduced to
- 60 % against Delta
- 10 % against omicron
After booster with either Pfizer or Moderna VE:
- > 90 % against delta
- 60-80 % against omicron and waning to 40-60 %

VE against hospitalisation

After 2nd Pfizer, 25+ weeks VE against hospitalization
- Remains > 90 % against delta
- Decreases to 30 % against omicron

A booster with either Pfizer or Moderna
- restores VE hospitalization to > 90 % against omicron
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Example of HYBRID immunity (vaccination + infection) in Health Care Workers in England

Conclusion: each encounter with Spike protein (infection or vaccination) contributes to protection against symptomatic infection
(but vaccination is safer than infection !)
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Omicron BA.2 subvariant appears substantially more infectious than BA.1,
but equally susceptible to vaccination
BA.2 on average higher viral load than BA.1
- Lower viral load after previous infection or recent booster vaccination (= protective)
- Higher in men and in symptomatic subjects
- Increasing with age

Vaccine effectiveness against infection and hospitalization similar against BA.1 and BA.2
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CONCLUSIONS VACCINES
1)

mRNA vaccines are very efficient at preventing COVID disease, irrespective of age, ethnic group, co-morbidity,
previous SARS-CoV-2 infection….
Adenoviral vaccines: standard dose presumably less efficient, wanes more rapidly
S-protein vaccines: promising

2) Vaccine effectiveness
- Against death > hospitalization > symptomatic infection > asymptomatic infection
- Against alpha > beta or gamma > delta >> omicron
- Waning of vaccine effectiveness over 4-6 months, but
- restored with booster, still based on Wuhan strain = consequence of “maturation” (= broadening and
increasing affinity of Ab responses)
- Increases also after infection with any variant (hybrid immunity)= consequence of B or T cell immunity
against “conserved parts” of Spike or other structural/non-structural proteins?

3) Omicron is a separate “serotype”: need for booster vaccine or “hybrid immunity” for full protection
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Update on vaccine efficiency in England March 2022
1) Protection against symptomatic infection: Primary vaccination with Pfizer and third dose with Moderna are superior

2) Vaccine effectiveness against hospitalization remains 80 % after 3rd Pfizer dose and 90 % after 3rd Moderna
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Is a pan-sarbeco vaccine possible?
Definition: Sarbeco (SARS-like beta Corona viruses)
= subgenus of related human and animal beta CoV,
many using the ACE-2 receptor
- Human = SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2
- Animal = SARS-CoV-1 related: Bat WIV1 and LYRA11
SARS-CoV-2 related: Bat RaTG13 and pangolin GX-P5L
Purpose: develop a vaccine against conserved (cross-reactive)
parts of sarbeco-viruses to protect against:
- All possible variants of SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2
- Novel zoonotic transmissions
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Is a pan-sarbeco vaccine possible?
Sotrovimab (S2K146 or S309), a human monoclonal Ab, derived from a SARS-CoV-1 survivor, neutralizes (low EC50 values):
(1) Several SARS-CoV-1 related viruses (clade1a) (2) All tested SARS-CoV-2 variants and relayted animal viruses
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Park et al., Science 375, 449–454 (2022)

Is a pan-sarbeco vaccine possible?
S2H97, a human monoclonal Ab, derived from a SARS-CoV-1 survivor, has an even broader neutralizing capacity than S309
including clade 2 (on-ACE-2 utilizing) and clade 3 sarbecoviruses

→ a pansarbeco vaccine should be possible if the correct epitope is targeted
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Starr et al., Nature 597 p. 9 (Sept 2021)

Is a pan-sarbeco vaccine possible?
Comparison of various cohorts
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

SARS-CoV-1 survivors = SARS patient
SARS-CoV-2 infection = COVID-19
SARS-CoV-2 vaccination = Healthy vaccinated (Pfizer)
SARS-COV-2 infection + vaccination = COVID-19 vaccinated
SARS-CoV-1 + vaccination = SARS-vaccinated

Neutralization against a panel of SARS-CoV-2 variants, SARS-CoV-1 and bat viruses, related to either SARS-CoV
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Is a pan-sarbeco vaccine possible?
(Receptor Binding Domain)
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Is a pan-sarbeco vaccine possible?

SARS-CoV-1 infection, followed by SAR-CoV-2 vaccination→ pan-sarbeco neutralizing antibodies
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Early induction of SARS-CoV-2-specific T cells
Associated with mild COVID-19
3/04/2022
Tan et al., 2021, Cell Reports 34, 108728

Onset of protection for RNA vaccines from 12 days after 1st dose:
- Spike-specific T cells and binding Ab present
- Neutralizing Ab only on day 21.
162
Kalimuddin et al., 2021, Med 2, 682

CONCLUSIONS VACCINES
1)

mRNA vaccines are very efficacious at preventing COVID disease, irrespective of age, ethnic group, comorbidity, previous SARS-CoV-2 infection….
Adenoviral vaccines: standard dose presumably less efficacious, wanes more rapidly
S-protein vaccines: promising

2) Vaccine effectiveness
- Against death > hospitalization > symptomatic infection > asymptomatic infection
- Against alpha > beta or gamma > delta >> omicron
- Waning of vaccineneffectiveness over 4-6 months, but
- restored with booster, still based on Wuhan strain = consequence of “maturation” (= broadening and
increasing affinity of Ab responses)
- Increases also after infection with any variant (hybrid immunity)= consequence of B or T cell immunity
against “conserved parts” of Spike or other structural/non-structural proteins?

3) Omicron is a separate “serotype”: need for booster vaccine or “hybrid immunity” for full protection
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SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
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Virology
Clinical aspects
Diagnosis
Immunology
Vaccination
One Health aspects
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Coronaviruses and their associated diseases
PEDV = porcine epidemic diarrhea virus
TGEV = transmissible gastroenteritis virus
FIPV = feline infectious peritonitis virus
FECoV = feline enteric coronavirus
CCoV = canine coronavirus
BCoV = bovine coronavirus
PHEV = porcine hemagglutinating encephalomyelititis virus
MHV = murine hepatitis virus
IBV = infectious bronchititis virus
TCoV = turkey coronavirus

v

v

Animal ad human CoV have either
respiratory and/or enteric symptoms
Sometimes also hepatic, neurological ..
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Ding et al Gastroenterology 2020;159:53–61
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Zoonotic origin of human beta-CoV

Masked palm civet

Raccoon dog
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Goraichuk Virus Research 302 (2021)

Likelihood of reverse Zoonosis of SARS-CoV-2

The lower the number, the more easy interaction of SARS-CoV-2 spike with animal ACE-2
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Goraichuk Virus Research 302 (2021)

Controversy about the origin of SARS-CoV-2: zoonosis or lab leak?

Phylogenetic pattern is consistent with emergence from one or more contacts
with infected animals and/or traders,
Potentially infected or susceptible animals were moved into or between
Wuhan markets via shared supply chains
Bat virus RaTG13 from Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV) is NOT the direct
precursor of SARS-CoV-2: genetic distance of 4% (1,150 mutations) reflecting
decades of evolutionary divergence

RmYN02, RpYN06, and PrC31, captured in South-East Asia—are closer in
most of the virus genome than RaTG13 (particularly ORF1ab) and thus share
a more recent common ancestor with SARS-CoV-2
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Holmes Cell 184, September 16, 2021

SARBECOVIRUSES closely related to SARS-CoV-2 in China and South-Asia

R = Rhinolophus (horseshoe bat)

M= Manis (pangolin)
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Covid-19: natural or anthropic origin?
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A. Hassanin Mammalia April 2020
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Controversy about the origin of SARS-CoV-2: zoonosis or lab leak?

LAB ESCAPE from WIV unlikely
-

-

-

-

No data to suggest that the WIV—or any other laboratory—was working
on SARS-CoV-2, or any virus close enough to be the progenitor, prior to
the COVID-19 pandemic.
There have been no reported cases related to any laboratory staff at the
WIV, and all staff in the laboratory of Dr. Shi Zhengli were said to be
seronegative SARS-CoV-2 when tested in March 2020.
Bat virus RaTG13 from the WIV has reportedly never been isolated or
cultured and only exists as a nucleotide sequence assembled from short
sequencing reads.
Amplification in Vero E6 cells, a process that consistently results in the
loss of the SARS-CoV-2 furin cleavage site
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Holmes Cell 184, September 16, 2021

Controversy about the origin of SARS-CoV-2: zoonosis or lab leak?

Worobey points to raccoon dogs, because they were associated with
the emergence of SARS-CoV-1 and have been shown both susceptible
to infection with SARS-CoV-2 and capable of transmitting
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Worobey Zenodo 26 Feb 2022

Controversy about the origin of SARS-CoV-2: zoonosis or lab leak?
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Worobey Zenodo 26 Feb 2022

Controversy about the origin of SARS-CoV-2:
lack of transparency fosters conspiracy theories
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Amy Maxmen Nature Briefing 17 March 2022

Similar and different mutation in Spike protein across the VOC
Wuhan

α

β

γ

δ

θ

Similarities (convergent evolution):
1)
2)
-

NTD (N-terminal domain): ∆ 69-70 (deletion): α + θ
RBD (receptor-binding domain)
T478 K (Threonine → Lys): δ + θ
K417 N/T (Lys → Asp, Thre): β + γ + θ
E484 K/Q/A (Glutamic acid → Lys, Glu, Ala): β + γ + δ + θ
N501Y (Asp → Tyr): α + β + γ + θ

3)

D614G (Aspartic Acid → Gly): all VOC (already before origin of α

4)

S1-S2 boundary: P681R/H (proline → Arg or His): α + δ + θ

Significance:
-
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Diagnostic tool: ∆ 69-70
Increased affinity for ACE-2 receptor or host range : e.g. N501Y
Increased cell fusion e.g. P681R/H
Increased replication capacity: e.g. D614G
Immune escape: e.g. K417N; E484K/Q/A

Hirabara Front Cell Infect Micro Jan 2022
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Transmission pathways and susceptibility of SARS-CoV-2 to domestic and wild animals
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Islam Transbound Emerg Dis. 2021;1–21.
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Zoonosis and reverse zoonosis between minks and humans
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Farmed mink populations and reported outbreaks of SARS-CoV-2
The case of Denmark:
- Till 1 December 2020, approximately 20% (289 farms) of all
mink farms in Denmark have been infected with COVID-19
- 644 human cases have been linked to mink farming.
- Danish government decided culling 17 million minks farms
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Islam Transbound Emerg Dis. 2021;1–21.

SARS-CoV-2 spike mutations during SARS-CoV-2 transfer from humans to minks and back to humans

= receptor-binding motif

Reminder:
L452R occurs in delta VOC
E484K/A/Q: in β + γ + δ + θ
N501Y : in α + β + γ + θ
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SARS-CoV-2 Infection in two wild American Mink (Neovison vison) caught in Spain

- Close genetic relationship with human SARS-CoV-2 sequences and identity with Danish farm mink:
- Infection in wild animals: potential importance of indirect transmission routes, presumably wastewater
→ Other river-roaming species, especially carnivores, should also be investigated SARS-CoV-2 infection
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Aguiló-Gisbert Animals 2021, 11, 1422

SARS-CoV-2 exposure in wild white-tailed deer (WTD or Odocoileus virginianus)

SARS-CoV-2 Ab in WTD sampled in 2021 in the US.
Circle size = relative number of samples tested,
color intensity = relative seroprevalence

Predators of WTD
Mountain lion

Result of surrogate virus neutralization tests
Wolf

Coyote

Bear

Recommendation: surveillance of SARS-CoV- 2 in free-ranging deer AND of their susceptible predators and scavengers
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Chandler PNAS 2021 Vol. 118 No. 47

Highly divergent white-tailed deer SARS-CoV-2 with potential deer-to-human transmission in Canada

76 consensus mutations between
deer and human samples including
37 previously associated with other
non-human animal hosts
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Pickering medRxiv 25 Feb 2022

Mutations associated with viral evolution in humans and in zoonotic spread

Note that some “adaptive” mutations are
“divergent” i.e. unique to a particular species and
others are “convergent” i.e. shared by several
species (sometimes including humans).
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Goraichuk Virus Reasearch June 2021

Virulence is a by-product of viral evolution

Lower severity of Omicron is nothing but a lucky coincidence —
compared with previous VOCs, which featured increased virulence.

Investigate mechanisms generating highly antigenically divergent
variants and the circumstances underlying their emergence:
- antigenic evolution in immunodeficient individuals or in SARSCoV-2- permissive animal species at human proximity.
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Markov Nature Rev Microbiol March 2022
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One health perspective of infectious disease transmission and susceptibility dynamics

Transmission from humans → domestic animals → wildlife.
Bats, primates and rodents live in groups→ spreading in large group of animals: establishment of the virus in wildlife
Emergence of viral variant strains capable of transmitting back to humans or domestic animals through reverse zoonoses.
Knowledge of animal reservoirs and the transmission cycle will mitigate the gaps between animal and human spread in the future.
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